Abstract. The off-gas of BOF is measured by mass spectrograph on-line and forecasting the refining process and end-point on time with the off-gas analysis. The results have shown that it is estimated the index model is applicable for forecasting carbon content of smelting end point; the cubic model is applicable for reflecting carbon content in molten pool at during smelting anaphase.
Introduction
This paper from the dynamic perspective, using mass spectrometry acquisition to the furnace gas online detection, the regression equation established pool of endpoint oxygen content and temperature, and use the test to verify the results and discussion for the regression equation, which aims to provide valuable guidance for the smelting process of reality.
Study on the conditions and methods
Analysis system used for VG Prima Delta B magnetic fan type process mass spectrometer imported from the British ONIX Danieli Corus company. The mass spectrometer for analysis of multi index system, principal component analysis for CO, CO2, O2, N2, H2, Ar, He etc.. Mass spectrometer with material ion mass to charge ratio as a criterion for qualitative and quantitative analysis. Molecules all matter has a fixed quality, therefore, theoretically speaking, mass spectrometer is a kind of "universal" instrument. Its characteristics are fast analysis, component analysis, high accuracy. These are required to smelting cycle is short for the characteristics of the steelmaking process control.
The establishment of mathematical model

The establishment of regression equation of w[O]
In solving practical problems, generally do not know in advance the respective variables and dependent variables between the function form, especially in solving multivariate problems. But the regression equation is equation the coefficients, rather than the form of the equation, therefore, must be pre assumes a form of the equation can be evaluated in the actual calculation and analysis. To determine the relationship between type [5] [6] [7] usually function between each variable by using the following two ways: 1) to determine the function of relationship types between each variable with professional knowledge and practical experience;
2) to estimate the function of the form through the shape distribution scatter diagram. 
The model prediction and the measured results and discussion
The endpoint oxygen content of the regression equation predicted and measured results
The 1317 groups of data of Benxi Iron and steel converter production in the regression analysis of the data processing, from equation (1) The 1491 groups of data of Benxi Iron and steel converter production data in the regression analysis, from equation (2) (4) can reflect the change rule with the end temperature of end point carbon content. In Figure 9 , the calculation of end point temperature value basic distributed in the vicinity of the measured value, basically accord with the measured values. Therefore, type (4) can be used for more accurate prediction of endpoint temperature. 
Conclusion
